
AI for Social Good mozAIrt Contest - Guidelines Doc.
Goal:
● Encourage diversity in AI, inspire creativity for humanistic and artistic applications of

AI, and raise awareness for the Ethics of AI and its societal implications.
● Raise awareness of the societal implications of AI beyond classifying photo albums

and recognizing speech commands and the importance of responsible and ethical
AI.

Info:
Students will receive the opportunity to submit a piece of writing surrounding
technology’s societal implications illustrated by an art or musical piece created with
mozAIrt resources.

Awards:
Students in each category will be evaluated by a expert panel of reviewers, and the
following awards will be given:

● Grand Prize: mozAIrt Innovation Award ($300 equivalent Prize with a Plaque)
● Second Place Award ($150 equivalent Prize with a Plaque)
● Third Place Award ($100 equivalent Prize with a Plaque)
● Honorable Mentions (with Plaque)

Estimated Timeline:
8/30: Entries Deadline
9/10: Semi-Finalists Announced
9/20: Finalist Entries with Video due (upto 5 mins presentations)
9/30: Award Ceremony

https://www.mozairt.org/ai-art


Guidelines:
Eligibility Requirements:

● You must be a full-time high school or middle school student (i.e. attending a
public, private, or home school) at the time of your application

● One submission per applicant
● Upto two students per project

Formatting, Lengths:
● One piece of art or music illustrated with a maximum 300 words of essay or

Poetry. Music submissions are limited to 5 minutes in length and can be
accompanied by an art piece as well. Submissions must cite any sources of
references incorporated as part of the submission.

Judging Criteria:
A panel of reviewers will evaluate the projects based on the following criteria:

Theme Originality of topic

Narrow, manageable topic

Goes beyond the obvious and predictable

Relevant, accurate details

Shows connections/insights

Voice Reflects interest in and commitment to the topic

Purpose is powerful, engaging and unique

Word Choice Powerful and engaging words

Wording is accurate, specific, and precise

Artful use of figurative language

Art/Musical Piece Powerful connection between the writing and art
Reflects an engaging and powerful purpose
Presented in a creative manner

Please reach out to mozairtcontact@gmail.com with any questions or concerns.

mailto:mozairtcontact@gmail.com

